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Following the outstanding success of THE NATIONAL RECOVERY PROGRAM (by Magee, Atkins, and Stein), which surveyed the entire recovery movement, we are publishing on January 18th a second and similar booklet entitled: LABOR AND THE NEW DEAL — for courses in elementary economics — labor — government regulation — current problems, etc.

In 96 pages the authors analyze the labor provisions of the NRA — hours, wages, child labor, unions, bargaining, strikes, code authorities, National Labor Board, etc. — and trace developments under them since June, 1933. They review the legislative acts which are the forerunners of the labor phases of this Program, and the role of the judiciary in helping to make the law. They reproduce the leading labor law cases of the last two decades as materials for understanding the past and present attitudes of governmental agencies toward those labor problems which are stressed by the Roosevelt regime. The last chapter considers the alternatives that face the country: Will the NRA be scrapped? — be declared unconstitutional? Are we headed for state socialism? — for fascism?

Whether you are teaching elementary or more advanced courses in economics, we believe you will find LABOR AND THE NEW DEAL indispensable for giving your students essential and timely information on the present status of labor and the immediate problems of the next few months.

January 18th — 96 pages — 50 cents

See TABLE OF CONTENTS on next page. If you wish to consider text adoption write us now for an examination copy. If you wish to purchase it for your personal library, please enter your request on the order side of the enclosed card. We shall have ample stock for immediate shipment of class orders on publication date.
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